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[[Translation from French provided by donor.]]
[[Letterhead: The Brown Palace Hotel
Denver, Colorado
80202]]
Maestro Henri Temianka.
My dear Henri,
In finding in this letter a check for a thousand dollars you will have immediately
imagined what is happening. Indeed, I would not wish the musicians in your orchestra to lose
their profit, or a part of their profit, because of disagreeable circumstances which press me. Here
are the facts. I must give my last recital of this season on Saturday, March 29. The 1st of April
my "accountant" returns from Miami to prepare with me so that I pay, on the 2nd, the sum total
of my "income tax" for this year and the supplement for the past year. -- And because it has been
necessary to cancel two concerts due to the Asiatic flu -- one in Washington with the Symphonic
Orchestra and a recital in Lewisburg, Pennsylvania -- the Hurok Agency has contrived to
postpone the premiere to next year,
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but to give the second on April 3, without which I would have to pay a gross indemnity to the
organizers of Lewisburg. So, immediately after the concert I will have to take a car to return to
New York the same evening, because the next day April 4 I must, without any possible delay, fly
on Iberia to Madrid.
I infinitely regret the trauma which these circumstances do me. You can make one of
these two choices: Announce the postponement of our concert til next season, carefully choosing
the date with the Hurok Agency, or give the concert already announced with the young
Christopher Parkening. In that event I would be able to write the good opinion that I have on his
talent and which he deserves. Tell me which of these two possibilities you choose.
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[[Letterhead: The Brown Palace Hotel

II

Denver, Colorado
80202]]
The check for a thousand dollars that I am sending you will prove my good intention. Use
it as seems best to you for the benefit of the musicians, and make nothing of all the publicity on
this subject. I am fed up with it.
I did not wish to wait for my arrival in Los Angeles to communicate this unpleasant news
to you, in order to permit you to gain time by announcing the cancellation, postponement or
rescheduling of the concert.
Believe me, dear friend, that I am more vexed, or as much, as you yourself. All my long
career I have never missed a promised or scheduled concert, except as required by illness.
I will be with my wife in Los Angeles on the evening of March 9 and we will stay at the
Beverly Wilshire Hotel.
Cordially yours
Andrès
Thanks for your generous
telegram on the occasion of my birthday!

